The purpose of this paper is to extend Theorems 1 and 2 and Theorems 3 from C 21. for all x,y in X and 0 < h < 1.
Moreover, assume that one of the following holds:
CaD fCx3 * f 2 CxD implies fCxD n 9Cx3 = 0 , or CfcO gCxD * g 2 Cx3 implies gCx3 n TCxD = 0 .
Then in the case CaD S and f have a common fixed point and in the case Cb3 this is true for T and g. In particular, if CaD and CbD hold then there is a unique common fixed point for S,f,T and g.
Proof. Choose a real number k with C43 1 < k 2 < ^ 1 .
Take XQ e X and let u = fg,; using condition 1 we S k 2 YTT dCu Xgn»u Xg^J because 0 < h < 1 and k > 1 by C4D.
Hence dCu *2n+l' u x 2n+2 3 ^ k 2 VFT dCu x^.u .
Similarly we have aCu *2n+l' u *2n 3 * C k2/lr 3 dCu *2n' u ^n-l 3 '
Repeating the above argument, we obtain dCu x^.u xn+1D < C k Z Y~YT 3 n dCu Xg.u x^ , where C k 2 Vh^ D < 1 by C4D.
Then by a routine calculation one can show that <ux > is a n Cauchy sequence and since CX.dD is complete, we have lim uxn = v for some v € X. Then € Sg Xgn implies n • oo fCu *aft+l 3 * fCSg *2n 3 " ^ *2T? " au *2n 3 • Taking the limit as n » oo , we get fCvD « SCv3. Similarly, gCvD c TCvD.
Hence in the event that Ca3 holds we get fCvD * f 2 CvD « fCSv3 * SCfCv33 thus fCvD is a common fixed point of f and S.
If CM holds then gCv3 must be a common fixed point of g and T.
-147 - Then all assumptions of Theorem 5 are fulfilled for b « g , c = g-but C33 does not hold.
